
PUBLISHING ESSAYS AND SHORT STORIES

23 outlets that publish short stories. While we'll This quarterly arts magazine focuses on literature, arts and society,
memoir and essay. Short.

Good Old Days Who are they? Stories short-listed for publication. Salon Who are they? Listen, if you only
wrote one short story per month, you would have twelve different works in a year. They hold regular poetry
competitions with cash prizes as incentives. Carve Magazine Writers are in for a treat! And nearly passed out.
Dedicated to the core. The novel was an unsalvageable wreck. Full Grown People Who are they? Reference
my comment about the easy stuff in the prior bullet. Not specified. Huffington Post Who are they? Deadline:
Submission periods are December 1 to March 1 and June 1 to September 1 Payment: A one-year subscription
to BWR and a nominal lump-sum fee amount not disclosed in its guidelines  A titan of the list world that
never seems to run out of content ideas. Always looking for new talent, this celebrated literary journal will
pass the year mark since launch in  We do not pay for reprints. Mess with the narrative and their minds and
you will be in their good books. More than fairly. Twelve opportunities to figure out if you write better in
first-person, present-tense or first-person past-tense. The Richest Who are they? Amy Newmark, publisher and
editor-in-chief, believes the books are still so popular because storytelling has always been a favorite way to
share wisdom. It will be worth the wait, though â€” the community is great. If you have a crazy theory about
the newest superhero movie that you can turn into thousands of words, Cracked has to be one of the best
places for you. Probably the biggest comedy website out there. Deadline: January to June 4. Do you really?
Not yet. It also takes nonfiction 3, to 9, words like travel essays that examine the world around us. Crazyhorse
also accepts nonfiction of any sort, including memoirs, journal entries, obituaries, etc.


